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Abstract. The explosion of collaborative platforms we are recently wit-

nessing, such as social networks, or video and photo sharing sites, rad-

ically changed the web dynamics and the way people use and organize

information. The use of tags, keywords freely chosen by users for an-

notating resources, ofiers a new way for organizing and retrieving web

resources that closely reflects the users' mental model and also allows the

use of evolving vocabularies. However, since tags are handled in a purely

syntactical way, the annotations provided by users generate a very sparse

and noisy tag space that Ìimits the effectiveness of tag-based approaches

for complex tasks. consequently, systems calted tag recommenders re-

cently emerged, with the purpose of speeding up the so-called tag con-

vergence, providing users with the most suitable tags for the resource to

be annotated.
This paper presents a tag recommender system called STaR (Social

Tag &ecommender), which extends the social approach presented in a

previous work 114] with a content-based approach able to extract tags

directly from the textual content of HTML pages'

Results of experiments carried out on a large dataset gathered from

Bibsonomy, show that the use of content-based techniques improves the

predictive accuracy of the tag recommender.

Keywords: Recommender Systems, Web 2.0, Coliaborative Tagging

Systems, Folksonomies, Tag Recommender.

Introduction

The recent explosion of collaborative platforms radically changed the nature

of the services offered by the Web. For many years Internet users have been

relegated to a passive role in the Web dynamics: they were only viewers of the

information created by other users (e.g. web site administrators) and they were

not able to contribute in any way to enrich the avaiÌable content' Nowadays this

strong dichotomy has been replaced by a new and more democratic vision, in

which users are more and more involved, because they are able to:

1. produce new content (the so-called User Generated Content);

2. enrich already available content with novel metadata.
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-:- :,-,.:.,,r'rs like youTube, Flickr or wikipedia users contribute in the first way,: '' :irarirg resources (new videos, photos, ... ) that other users can enjoy, while

l-l_:tl._::l*:luril" 
tagging systems, the contribution of the commun*y failsulro tne second calegory.

The idea behind the concept of tagging is simpre: a user enJoys a resource(an image, a web site, etc.) and, u""o.ding1o rr", 
-".rtut -oàJ'ia""rifies 

thoseterms that better describe the information conveyed by that resource. ,rhe sameresource can be annotated by severai users: some of them wiìr reuse the tagsalready assigned to that resource, while some others wil adopt new tags. 1.hisprocess ailows building a socially-constructed cÌassification ..L"-u, calted folk-sonomy 118]. The inceptive idea behind folksonomies is that the more a tag isused bv the communityto annotate the target resource, the more is the likelihood
the tag correctÌy describes its content.

Recently the use of folksonomies gained more attention because of their sim_plicity: using tags, users can freery mÀdei the information without the constraints
of a predefined lexicon or hierarchy 112]. However, the simplicity of the approachhas also an important drawback: tÀe information managìd by tott<sonomies ismodeled in a simpre syntacticar way. Therefore, as stateà uy bora", et. ar. lg],collaborative tagging systems suffer from the crassic probréms of Infbrmation
Retrieval (IR) systems like polysemy) synonymy and level variatiori.

The ytolysemg refers to situations where tags can have murtipre meanings: fbrexample a resource tagged with the term turkey could indicate a news in anonline newspaper about politics or a recipe for fiu"f..gi"irr; ;uy.
when multiple tags share the same meaning we refàr to"it as synonymy. rncollaborative tagging systems we can arso have simpre morphorogicar variations,for example we can frncJ' brog, brogs, web log, to identify a common brog, butalso tags semantically similar suchas resources tagged wíth arts versus cuLturalheritage.
Finallv, the leuer ua,iati,on probrem refers to the phenomenon of tagging atdifferent level of abstraction: some peopre can annotate a web page containing arecipe for roast turkey with the tag roastturkey, but arso with a s"i-pi" recipe.
These drawbacks hinder the use of forksonomies for tasks more comprex thanthe simple browsing of resources. In order to avoid these probrems, in the rastyears manv tools have been developed to facilitate the user à the tasro oftagging,

by also speeding up the tag convergence [6]: tt".e.ystu-r';;";"o*', as tagrecommenders. These systems work in u rr"iy simple wav:

1. a user posts a resource;
2' depending on the approach, the tag recommender anaryzes some infbrmation

related to the resource (usually metadata);
3' the tag recommender processes this information and procluces a list of rec-ommended tags;
4. the user freely chooses the most appropriate tags to annotate the resource.

This paper presents the tag recommender sraR. when deveroping the moder,we tried to point out two conceDts: ,
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resources with similar content should be annotated with similar tags;
a tag recommender needs to take into raccount the previous tagging activity
of users, increasing the weight of the tags already used to annotate similar
resources.

We applied STaR to the task of recommending tags for bookmarks. In this work
we enriched the approach we proposed in [14] by integrating some heuristics for
extracting tags from the HTML content of web pages to be annotated. This
could aliow producing recommendations even when no similar bookmarks are
avaiÌable, and the process of extracting tags from similar resources inevitably
fails.

The paper is organized as folÌows. Section 2 analyzes related work, while Sec-
tion 3 depicts the general system architecture and the recommendation approach
implemented in STaR. Details about the experimental evaluation are given in
Section 4. Finally, conclusions and future works are drawn in the last section.

Related Work

Usually tag recommenders are broadly divided into three classes: content-based,
collaborat'iu e, and graph-óosed approaches.

A content-based tag recommender exploits textual content by adopting Infor-
mation Retrieval-related techniques [1] in order to extract relevant terms (uni-
grams or bigrams) to label a resource. Brooks et. al 15], for example, developed
a tag recommender system that automatically suggests tags for a blog post by
extracting the top three terms exploiting the TF/IDF scoring 115]. Another work
exploiting the TF/IDF measure is KEA 119]. This system applies a supervised
Bayesian classifier able to extract relevant phrases from textual content.

Other systems exploit ontologies for recommending tags: in 12], terms are ex-
tracted from the document and subsequently, surfing the ontology, more abstract
and conceptual tags are suggested.

The collaborative approach for tag recommendation, instead, presents some
analogies with collaborative filtering methods 14]. These systems compute the
relevance of a tag to be suggested by exploiting the community behavior. In
the model proposed by Mishne and impiemented in AutoTag [13], the system
suggests tags based on the other tags associated with similar posts in a given
collection. The recommendation process is performed in three steps: first, the
tool finds similar posts and extracts their tags. AII the tags are then merged,
building a general fblksonomy that is filtered and re-ranked. The top-ranked tags
are suggested to the user, who selects the most appropriate ones to attach to the
post. In l7l the authors propose an adaptation ofthe classical K-nearest neighbor
approach to create a set ofrecommended tags. The neìghbors are defined looking
for users tagging the same resources with the same tags. In this way tags used
by simiiar users are boosted in the set of recommended tags.

The problem oftag recommendation through graph-based approaches has been
firstly addressed by Jaschke et al. in i9l. TheV compared some recommendation
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techniques inchrding colÌaborative filtering, PageRank and FolkRank. The key idea
behind FolkRank algorithm is that a resource which is tagged by important tags
from important users becomes important itself. The same concept holds for tags
and users, thus the approach uses a graph whose vertexes mutually reinforce them-
selves by spreading their weights. The evaluation showed that FolkRank outper-
forms other approaches. Schmitz et a1. [16] proposed association rule mining as a
technique that might be useful in the tag recommendation process.

In literature we can find also some hybrid methods integrating two or more ap-
proaches (mainly, content and collaborative ones) in order to reduce their typical
drawbacks and point out their qualities. In [11] the authors presents a tag rec-
ommender that suggests tags based on the resource content, resource related tags
and user profile tags. The content exploited by the recommender is the title of the
resource (and the URL, if available). Then, the system extends the set of words
extracted from the title with tags related to the titÌe as well as with tags occurring
in the user and resource profile. The user profile is composed by all the tags used
by that specifrc user to label resources. Instead, the resource profile groups tags as-
signed to a resource by other users. Another similar approach is presented in [10]
where the authors exploit three kinds of information sources: the description of the
resources) their folksonomies, and the tags previously used by the same person. In
order to remove inappropriate candidate tags, a filtering method and a weighting
scheme for assigning different importance to sources are applied.

3 STaR: A Social Tag Recommender System

A collaborative tagging system is a platform composed of users, resources and
tags that allows users to freely assign tags to resources, while the tag recom-
mendation task for a given user and a specific resource can be described as the
generation of a set of tags according to some relevance model. In our approach
these tags are generated from a ranked set of cand,idate tags from which the top
n elements are suggested to the user.
STaR is a tag recommender system, developed at the University of Bari. The
inceptive idea behind STaR is to improve the model implemented in systems like
AutoTag 113]. Although we agree with the idea that resources vrith similar con-
tent could be annotated with similar tags, in our opinion the approach proposed
in l13l presents three important drawbacks:

1. The tag re-ranking formula simply performs a sum of the occurrences of each
tag among all the folksonomies, without considering the similarity with the
resource to be tagged. In this way tags often used to annotate resources with
a low simìlarity level could be ranked first.

2. The proposed model does not take into account the previous tagging activ-
ity performed by users. If two users bookmarked the same resource, they
wilÌ receive the same suggestions since the folksonomies built from similar
resources are the sarne.

3. When there are not similar resoprces available for suggesting similar tags,
the recommendation task fails.
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Fig. 1. Architecture of STaR

We will try to overcome these drawbacks by proposing an approach based on
the analysis of similar resources) also capable of weighting more the tags already
selected by the user during her previous tagging activity. Furthermore, we also
integrated some heuristics to directly extract tags from the HTML content of a
Web page.

Figure 1 shows the general architecture of sraR. In our system we integrated
two different approaches to recommend tags: the content-based and the collabo-
rative one. The collaborative approach needs a preprocessing step that, given a
corpus of documents, produces a Social and a Personal indexes that are queried
in order to produce a set of Collaborat'iue Cand'idate Tags.

In the same way a set of Content-based Cand'idate Tags is produced by crawl-
ing the HTML content of the web page. FinaÌly, the recommendation step merges
the results obtained by the aforementioned approaches.

In the next section the recommendation model implemented in STaR is thor-
oughly analyzed.

3.1 Indexing Step

Given a collection of resources already annotated (tagged), caIled cor',p,us, a pre-
processing step is performed by the Inderer module, which exploits Apache

f f i - t r?"H' \ ' f f i * i
ffi- ..i*{**i 
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Lucenel to perform the indexing step. The corpus is composed bv bookmarks, so
we indexed the title of the web page, the description provided by users and the
tags used to annotate it. We buiid an index for each user, cal\ed Personal Inder,
that stores the information on her previousÌy tagged resources and an index for
the whole community, calIed Social Inder, that stores the information about all
the resources previously tagged by the community.

3.2 Tag Extraction Step

STaR implements two different approaches to recommend tags for a new book-
mark: a collaborati,ae approach, and a content-based one.

Collaborative approach
After the Indexing step, STaR retrieves the most similar bookmarks (to that
to be annotated) and collects the most relevant tags used by the community
to annotate them.

More specifically, given a user u and a resource r to be annotated, STaR
returns the resources whose similarity with r is greater or equal than a
threshold B whose value is dependent from the corpus used for the evaluation.
To perform this task, the Processor gets data about both the user (the tags
she uses more) and the resource (metadata like the title of the web page)
and submits a query against the Soc'ial Inder. If the user is recognized by
the system, since it has previously tagged some other resources, the same
query is submitted against her own Personal Inder, as well. The Collaboratiue
Tags Entracúor builds a set of Collaborat'iue Candidate Tags by extracting
tags assigned to the most similar resources retrieved from the indexes. For
each tag, a score is computed by weighting the similarity score returned by
Apache Lucene with the normalized occurrence of the tag. This list is fina11y
ranked and the top n tags are suggested to the user.

In order to improve the performance of the Lucene Querying Engine the
original Lucene Scoring function has been replaced with an Okapi BM25
implementation2. In l14l we showed that the BM25 integration improves
the overall accuracy of STaR. Further details on the collaborative approach
implemented in STaR are provided in l1 ].

- Content-based approach
The collaborative approach fails when STaR does not retrieve any bookmark
similar to the one the user should annotate.

To tackle this problem, we implemented a content-based approach for
extract ing tags by analyzing lhe HTML source of  a web page. The idea
behind this strategy is to identify a set of candidate tags, and to choose the
more promising ones by analyzing the content of the web page. Starting from
the URL of the new bookmark posted by the user, the Crawler retrieves the
web page and its HTML source. Next, the Content Tags Ertractor extracts
from the URL the string representìng the domain name (for example from

\ .aap / / l , *ene. apache. org t
2 http: / /nlrp. uned. esl7"7E jperezí/Lucene-BM25/
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the URL www.u'ikiped,,ia.,ít, we extract wi,ki,pedi,a). This represents the first
element in the set of content-based Cand,,id,ate Tags. Afterwards, we extract
other candidate tags by analyzing the content stored in the HTML tags
(title) and (rneta). As regards the tag (meta), we extract the value of the
attributes keywords and descriptíon, becanse in our opinion they are the
most significant. This list is filtered by deleting stopwords and verbs.

when the set of content-based cand'idate Tags is built, the argorithm as-
signs a score to each tag, according to several heuristics. First, the number
of occurrences of each candidate tag in the HTML source is taken into ac-
count (values are normalized in a range between 0 and 1). Then, a different
weight is assigned to each source according to the foilowing values (this is a
heuristics that needs to be evaluated):

o URL: 0.2
o rrtLp: 0.3
o META KEYWoRDS:0.25
. META DESCRIPTION: 0.25

The score assigned to each tag is the weighted sum of the normalized. oc-
cuffence of the tag in each source multiplied for the weight of the same
source.
More formally, given S : {"r, ..., sn} the set of sources, Cand" : l)"oss Cand"",
where cand"" is the set of candidate tags coming from the ro,rrce ólthe ."ote
of the tag ú is computed by the following formula:

score(t) :  t  u)s; .Tl t  (1)
s,e,S

where s7 identifies the source of the candidate tag, tl"o is the weight of the
source s;, and q is the normalized occurrence of the tag ú in the HTML
source (nt:0 if the tag ú does not occur in the source s,:).

3.3 Tag Recommendation Step

After the tag extraction step, two sets of tags, Content-based, cand,i,d,ate Tags
and Collaborat'iue Candi,date Tags are avaiìable. The set Collaborat,iue Cand,idate
Tags contains the set Social Tags and Personal Tags.

The Filter component removes from each set those tags whose score is under
a certain threshold, and decides which set to exploit to provide recommenda-
tions. The Filter can suggest just the tags belonging to a specific set, or it can
implement a specific strategy to combine different sets.

The strategy implemented in this work js a cascad,e one: the Fi,Iter starts
from a unique set of tags (soci,al, Personal, or content-based,) and, if that set is
empty, it uses the others. For example, it starts with the personal zags set, but
if the user is new in the community, that set is empty; thus, soc,ial rags set is
used. If this set is empty too, for example because there are not similar resources
to the one to be annotated, the last chance is to exploit tags extracted by the
content-based approach.
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The Fi,tter can implement other strategies: for example a melge of the three

sets of tags can be defined. Possible strategies will be investigated in future

works.

4 Experimental Evaluation

\\-e designed two different experimental sessions to evaluate the performance of

STaR. In the first session we evaluated the predictive accuracy of the single sets

of tags, Soci,al Tags, Personal Tags arrd Content-based Tags, while in the second

session we investigated whether the combination of these sets helps STaR to

produce better recommendations.

4.L Description of the Dataset

In the experiment we adopted the dataset used for the Content-based recom-

rnendation task of the ECML-PKDD 2009 Discovery challenge3. we just used

the 263,00/t bookmark posús submitted by 3,617 different users. For each of the

235.328 different URLs were also provided some textual metadata (such as the

title of the resource, the description and so on).

\\ie evaluated STaR by comparing the real tags (namely, the tags a user adopts

ro annotate a new lesource) with the suggested ones. The accuracy was finally

computed using classical Information Retrieval metrics, such as Precision (Pr),

Recall (Re) and Fl-Measure (F1) 117].

4.2 ExperimentalSession

In the first experiment we evaluated the predictive accuracy of the single sets of

tags produced by the Content-Based Tags Entractor and the Collaborat'iue Tags

Ertractor. In this experiment the threshold B was set equaì to 0.20. Results are

presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Predictive accuracy of the single sets of tags

Recornmendation set Pr Re F1

Personal Tags
Social Tags

Content-based Tags

1L.20 8.34 9.58
13.80 11.28 12.41
14.36 17.90 15.90

The effectiveness of the collaborative approach (Personal Tags and social

Tags) is strictly dependent on the amount of the available resources already an-

notated. Since the approach based on Personal Tags builds the set of candidates

tags on the ground of the resources the user annotated in the past, we observed

a significant loss in recall with respect to the content-based approach (-9.56). In

' 
"*r'J 

/ 
""". 

kde. cs.uni-kassel. de /ws/ dc09 /
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the approach based on Social Tags the recommendation model analyzes the set
of resources already tagged by alÌ the usere in the community, and this reduces
the loss of recall with respect to the content-based approach (-6.62).

As regards the overall accuracy of the content-based approach in terms of
F1, it outperforms the collaborative one (+g.ag for Social Tags and *6.32 for
Personal Tags). This can be explained by observing that the content-based model
is totally independent from the number of the resources already annotated in
the corpus, and also because it does not suffer of the coÌd-start probiem. The
content-based method based on the extraction of tags from the HTML content
of the web page obtained a Precision comparable to that of Social Tags, but with
a significant improvement in recall (+0.021.

To sum up, the main outcome of the flrst experiment is that the content-
based approach proposed in the paper is a valuable strategy for improving the
performance of the tag recommender.

In the second experiment we investigated whether some strategies for com-
bining collaborative and content-based approaches are useful to improve the
predictive accuracy of STaR.

We run the content-based (respectively, the collaborative) tag extraction al-
gorithm when the collaborative (respectively, the content-based) one is not abie
to return any tag. As regards the collaborative model, this happens when no
similar documents are retrieved by querying the corpus containing previously
annotated resources, while in the content-based modeÌ, this happens when the
HTML source does not include any meta-tag or when the words contained in
the set of Content-based Cand'idate Tags do not occur in the HTML source code.
Results are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Predictive accuracy of different strategies for combining collaborative and
content-based approaches

Configuration Pr Re F1

Personal*Social Tags (baseli,ne)

Personal*Content-based Tags
Content-basedlPersonal Tags

Socialf Content-based Tags

t4.28 16.53 15.32

13.64 15.51 t4.52
17.79 15.07 16.32
11.50 13.96 12.61

PersonalfSocial*Content-basedTags 14.57 16.68 15.52
Content-based*Personal*Social Tags 19.21 16.12 17.53

The Personal*Social Tags approach is used as baseiine since it represents the
configuration of STaR used to particlpate to the ECML-PKDD 2009 Discovery
Challenge [14]. The first outcome of the experiment is that the combination of
techniques for recommending tags is a valuable strategy. Indeed, the baseline
outperforms the results obtained using just Personal Tags (F1: +5.74) or Social
Tags (F1: +2.91). It is also worth to note that the order different techniques are
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used matters. The configuration of the experiment adopting the content-based
tags first and the set of personal tags afterwards outperforms the configuration
adopting personal tags first and content-based tags subsequently (F1: +1.8).
This result is coherent with the last two results reported Table 2 (F1: f2.01).
Another interesting resuit is that using configuration exploiting content-based
tags as the first strategy gives the best results. This is in line with results report
in Table 1, in which the best performance of STaR was obtained by adopting
the set of content-based tass.

Conclusions and F\rture Work

In this paper we presented STaR, a tag recommender system integrating a social
approach with a content-based one able to extract tags by analyzing the textual
content of resources to be annotated. The inceptive idea behind our work was
to discover similarity among resources in order to expÌoit communities and user
tagging behavior. In this way our recommender system was able to suggest tags
for users and items still not stored in the training set. We also enriched this
collaborative approach by extracting tags from HTML source code by adopting
simple heuristics: we showed that this improves the predictive accuracy of the
recommendation mode1.

We are planning to run several experiments related to the content-based ex-
traction algorithm in order to tune the several systems parameters. Finally, we
wiÌl investigate about other possible strategies for combining and merging tags
coming from the different sources: for example a simple linear combination of
the relevance scores could be adopted.

Furthermore, since tags usually suffer of typical Information Retrieval problem
(polysemy, synonymy, etc.) we will try to establish if the integration of Word
Sense Disambiguation 13] tools or a semantic representation of documents could
improve the performance of the tag recommender.
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